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Abstract: In this paper, we describe the UDS submission to the shared task on Grammatical
Error Diagnosis for Learning Chinese as a Foreign Language. We designed four different
experiments (runs) to approach this task. All of them are variations of a frequency-based
approach using a journalistic corpus as standard corpus and comparing n-gram frequency lists
to both the training and the test corpus provided by the shared task organizers. The assumption
behind this approach is that comparing a standard reference corpus to a non-standard study
corpus using frequency-based methods levels out non-standard features present in the study
corpus. These features are very likely to be, in the case of this corpus, grammatical errors. Our
system obtained 60.3% f-measure at the error detection level and 25.3% f-measure at the error
diagnosis level.
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1. Introduction
Grammatical error detection and correction is a vibrant research area in NLP. In the last couple of
years much effort has been concentrated on the detection, diagnosis and correction of errors in texts
written both by native speakers and by foreign language learners. For foreign language learning the
practical applications of grammatical error detection are manifold, ranging from spelling and grammar
checkers to essay scoring and grading.
Given this interest, a number of shared tasks have been organized in recent years. This
includes the HOO 2012 preposition and determiner error correction shared task (Dale et al., 2012)
held at the 2012 edition of the BEA Workshop and the Grammatical Error Correction shared tasks
held at CoNLL-2013 (Ng et al., 2013) and one year later at CoNLL-2014 (Ng et al., 2014).
Similar to the previous shared tasks, this year’s Grammatical Error Diagnosis for Learning
Chinese as a Foreign Language provided us the opportunity to explore computational methods on
diagnosis of errors committed by foreign learners of Mandarin Chinese. The shared task was designed
to evaluate systems’ output in two stages:
1) Error detection level: identify whether a sentence contains an error or not.
2) Error diagnosis level: classification of errors types (redundant words, missing words,
word order and word selection).
Participants were required to train their systems not only to identify errors, but also to classify error
types making the task more challenging. As an example, a system trained for Chinese error diagnosis
was recently presented by Lee et al. (2014) obtaining 68.9% F1 score.
Apart from the difficulty of the task itself, it is important to note that the computational
processing of logographic languages such as Chinese poses several difficulties to researchers used to
handling character-based languages. Trivial pre-processing tasks like tokenization and segmentation
are much more challenging for Chinese than for example, for English. This issue will be discussed in
more detail in this paper.

In the next sections we describe the UDS submissions to the shared task commenting on the
results obtained and on the strengths and weaknesses of our approach. In our submissions we used a
frequency-based approach using a reference corpus to compensate the small amount of training data
available.

2. Related Work
Grammatical error correction and detection has been the subject of a number of research papers in
recent years. Shared tasks such as the aforementioned Grammatical Error Correction at CoNLL-2013
(Ng et al., 2013) and CoNLL-2014 (Ng et al., 2014) have been organized to evaluate systems'
performance in correcting errors in learner corpora.
Tetreault and Chodorow (2008) presented experiments for detecting preposition errors in
English texts written by non-native speakers. The authors report 84% precision and 19% recall.
Heilman et al. (2012) proposed a hybrid error correction approach to the HOO 2012 shared task (Dale
et al., 2012) focusing on increasing recall and F-measure scores. The authors argue that most systems
take only precision into account due to the high cost of false positives (e.g. labeling grammatical
sentences as ungrammatical).
More recently, Yuan and Felice (2013) proposed the use of phrase-based statistical machine
translation to grammatical error correction. The application of SMT techniques to the task is not new
(Brockett et al., 2006) and the performance achieved by their approach is not particularly high.
However, in Yuan and Felice (2013), authors contribute in other ways, as for example, in exploring
methods of generating new artificial errors to increase the size of the dataset and therefore providing
more training material. The generation of artificial errors has been the subject of other research papers
such as in Foster and Anderson (2009) and Felice and Yuan (2014).
As for Chinese, Yu and Chen (2012) investigated the problem of word ordering errors in
Chinese texts written by Chinese foreign language learners. Authors report 71.64% accuracy using
word n-grams and POS tags. Chang et al. (2012) presented a rule-based learning algorithm (first order
inductive learner (FOIL)) combined with a log-likelihood function to identify error types in Chinese
texts.
In this section we briefly discussed a couple of recent papers that deal with error detection,
correction and diagnosis. For a comprehensive overview about the topic see Leacock et al. (2014).

3. Methods
Given the task description presented in section 1, we received a training corpus from the organizers
containing over 12,000 labeled instances in XML format. The corpus was annotated with a unique
identifier for each sentence 'sentence id', the type of mistake that each sentence contained and its
respective correction. A snapshot of the corpus provided by the organizers can be seen next:
<ESSAY title="寫給即將初次見面的筆友的一封信">
<TEXT>
<SENTENCE id="B1-0112-1">我的計畫是十點早上在古亭捷運站</SENTENCE>
<SENTENCE id="B1-0112-2">頭會戴著藍色的帽子</SENTENCE>
</TEXT>
<MISTAKE id="B1-0112-1">
<TYPE>Disorder</TYPE>
<CORRECTION>我的計畫是早上十點在古亭捷運站</CORRECTION>
</MISTAKE>
<MISTAKE id="B1-0112-2">
<TYPE>Missing</TYPE>
<CORRECTION>頭上會戴著藍色的帽子</CORRECTION>
</MISTAKE>
</ESSAY>
In our preliminary experiments we observed that the corpus provided was not sufficiently large to
build robust machine learning models for grammatical error detection or diagnosis. In a similar text
classification shared task using learner corpora (Tetreault et al., 2013), the amount of training data
was significantly larger than the test data which allowed researchers to build more robust models
based only on the given training data.

In addition to that, we had a couple of problems with the Chinese segmentation tool that we
used (Chang et al. 2008) and this returned us fewer segments than were actually in the training corpus.
We unfortunately did not have enough time to perform error analysis on the segmentation and preprocessing tools available nor did we have time to use the most recent Chinese segmenters (Tan and
Bond, 2014; Wang et al., 2014) before the shared task submission deadline. Given these difficulties,
we had to search for new strategies to approach the task with limited training data that could still
achieve results comparable to the state-of-the-art systems. Inspired by existing related work, we
considered three alternatives to approach the task.
a) Use an external Mandarin Chinese as a foreign language corpus preferably containing
similar tags to those of the training and test data.
b) Generate a list of artificial errors to increase the amount of instances in the training
corpus as in Felice and Yuan (2014).
c) Use a frequency-based approach to compare the learner corpus to a standard general
language corpus . The assumption is that this comparison would level out non-standard
features of the training/test data that are more likely to be errors.
Given the time and resources we had, we decided to go with option (c) and leave the other two for
future work. Option (a) seemed to be promising and straightforward in terms of performance, but we
did not have suitable training data at our disposal. Acquiring and annotating new data is expensive
and time consuming which made option (a) infeasible. As to option (b) we regard it to be a suitable
and interesting alternative in cases where training data is not available. However, it is not currently
possible to say much about the performance of these methods for Chinese. To our knowledge,
previous work has only been done for Indo-European languages.
Option (c) proved to be the most adequate solution for our submission. A frequency-based
approach, like the one used in our submission, requires only a large reference corpus (a general
standard contemporary language one). We had a couple of suitable resources at our disposal (Chen et
al., 1996 Graff and Chen, 2003) and we therefore decided to test this method.
The method works under a similar assumption to the keyword lists widely used in corpus
linguistics (Scott, 1997; McEnery, 2009) and also applied on a similar scenario by Zampieri et al.
(2013) on Internet data. Keyword lists are produced by comparing two corpora (a study corpus and a
reference corpus) using association metrics such as log-likelihood, chi-square or mutual information.
These keywords usually reflect salient features of the study corpus. In the case of the present
comparison (standard corpus versus learner corpus), it is safe to assume that a reasonable amount of
salient features from the learner corpus will be infrequent distributions of words which are very likely
to be errors. This is the basic assumption of our approach.

3.1 Algorithm
If one assumes that a reference corpus is a portrait of standard language, lexical items that stand out in
the study corpus in comparison to the reference corpus should deviate from what is considered to be
'the norm'. This is a relatively naive assumption and thematic bias may still occur when using
unbalanced data. To avoid that, we used a large balanced journalistic corpus (Graff and Chen, 2003)
as our standard corpus. From the reference corpus we sampled the first 50,000 sentences and extracted
n-grams (1 to 5) using the KenLM Language Model Toolkit (Heafield, 2011).
We pre-processed the training, test and standard corpora using the Stanford tokenizer (Chang
et al. 2008). As Chinese is a logographic language we treat every character in isolation. As previously
mentioned, the Stanford segmenter yielded a number of errors in segmentation that worsened our
system's performance. However, we were not able to evaluate the exact segmenter's performance for
our dataset before this submission.
From the training and test corpora provided by the shared task organizers we proceeded to
extract a list of ungrammatical n-grams that were not present in the subset of the reference corpus and
treated them as key expressions. This calculation returned us a list of 35,000 ungrammatical n-grams
not present in the reference corpus.
It is important to note here that the main difference betweem our approach and what is
commonly used in corpus linguistics is that the latter uses the lexicon in the form of bag-of-words (or
less often bigrams). In these experiments we used the complete set of n-grams (1 to 5) extracted from
the corpus thus increasing the coverage of our method.
With these n-gram lists, we trained two classifiers to identify grammatical and ungrammatical
instances: 1) a simple n-gram-based classifier to identify correct (grammatical) sentences using the

formula below and 2) a Multinomial Naive Bayes (MNB) classifier to identify ungrammatical
sentences along with their labels using the Scikit-learn package (Pedregosa et al., 2011).

(1)

In the formula above, we tuned the X parameter value to optimize the results obtained by the first
classifier. After a number of tests we found that the optimal value lies between 0.10 and 0.20. We
therefore produced four submissions (runs) using different X values: 0.20 for the 1st run, 0.16 for the
2nd run, 0.15 for the 3rd run and 0.10 for the 4 th run. The best results were obtained in our first run,
using X = 0.20 and these are the results that will be reported and discussed next.

4. Results
According to the information provided by the organizers, 13 teams registered for the shared task and 6
of them submitted their final results. The results were calculated using standard metrics in text
classification, namely: precision, recall, accuracy and F-measure as well as a false positive rate score.
No limitation regarding the number of runs was set. The test set provided by the organizers contained
1,750 unlabeled test instances.
The UDS team submitted four runs changing the X parameter of our correct sentence
classifier as explained in the previous section. In table 1 we present the best results obtained by all 6
groups at the error detection level. At this level, our approach was the fourth best with results reaching
60.37% F1 score and 49.14% accuracy.
Table 1: Error Detection Level: Results.
Team
CIRU
NTOU
KUAS&NTNU
UDS
TMU
NCYU

Accuracy
0.6446
0.5000
0.5006
0.4914
0.5171
0.4983

Precision
0.6128
0.5000
0.5003
0.4945
0.5399
0.4927

Recall
0.7851
1
0.9051
0.7749
0.232
0.1154

F1
0.6884
0.6667
0.6444
0.6037
0.3245
0.187

The top four systems obtained F1 scores between 60% and 69%; the 5 th and 6th best system, however,
obtained significantly lower F-scores. Our results were lower than the 3 best systems but still above
the expect 50% baseline. In terms of recall, our system was also ranked as the 4 th best and as to the
accuracy results, our system was the 5 th best. It obtained performance comparable to the 2 nd, 3rd and 4th
best systems: 49.14% against 50.00%, 50.06% and 51.71% accuracy. The best system obtained
significantly higher accuracy scores compared to all other systems, 64.46% accuracy.
In table 2 we present the best results obtained by the six systems at the error diagnosis level.
Table 2: Error Diagnosis Level: Results.
Team

Accuracy

Precision

Recall

F1

CIRU

0.4589

0.4548

0.4137

0.4333

NTOU

0.2074

0.2932

0.4149

0.3436

KUAS&NTNU

0.2149

0.2696

0.3337

0.2983

UDS

0.2337

0.2467

0.2594

0.2529

TMU

0.4554

0.3545

0.1086

0.1662

NCYU

0.4594

0.2409

0.0377

0.0652

The error diagnosis level is more difficult than the error detection step. This is due to the
multiple tags (e.g. missing words, word order) that could be attributed to each instance. At this stage,
the performance of all systems was substantially lower than the error detection step. Once again our
system was ranked 4th in terms of both F-score and accuracy achieving 23.37% F1 and 25.29%
accuracy. The best system achieved 43.33% f-measure and 45.89% accuracy.
The dataset itself was to our understanding very challenging for the frequency-based methods
we proposed. We found that some instances were virtually impossible to correctly tag. Examples of
instances that were difficult to classify include single words: 老師 (EN 'teacher'), short expressions:
又 很 貴 (EN 'also very expensive') and instances that without context were difficult to understand
even for native speakers: 姓本多 (EN literally: 'nature', 'by itself', 'many')
The results we obtained were consistently ranked in the middle of the table and they are, to
our understanding, comparable to the state-of-the-art performance for the task. By looking at the
performance obtained by the CIRU team, we see, however, room for improvement, as will be
discussed in the next section.

5. Conclusion
This paper described the UDS submission to the shared task on Grammatical Error Diagnosis for
Chinese as Foreign Language. We approached the task using frequency information and report results
comparable to other state-of-the-art systems. The task is by no means trivial and the almost 9
percentage points behind the best system (CIRU team) showed us that there is still room for
improvement. Even so, considering the lack of suitable training data, we believe that the results we
obtained are still interesting to report.
We believe that better results can be obtained, for example, by integrating spell checkers (Lin
and Chu, 2013) to our algorithm, particularly those that take phonetics into account (Zampieri and de
Amorim, 2014). Another issue that should be taken into account in future experiments is the question
of segmentation. Very good performance in tokenization is paramount when dealing with logographic
languages and this was unfortunately not obtainable with the methods we used.
Finally, in the future we would like to perform experiments to increase the size of the training
corpus using artificial errors as proposed by Felice and Yuan (2014). We believe that this is an
effective way of producing more data for this task. The performance of these methods when applied to
Chinese is still an open question.
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